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Software Variability in Agile Context

- Agile context? e.g. iMedia Software Development
Software Variability in Agile Context

- Agile context? e.g. iMedia Software Development

**Software Malleability**

- Delay binding as late as possible

- 60% of developer time is actually spent on program comprehension!

- Importance of connected domain knowledge...
Concept-Centric Coding (C3)

- **IMPLICIT** domain knowledge
- **DETACHED** domain knowledge
- **PASSIVE** domain knowledge
- **OVERHEAD**
- **EXPLICIT** domain knowledge
- **COUPLED** domain knowledge
- **ACTIVE** domain knowledge
- **TRANS-PARENCY**
Concept-Centric Coding (C3)

Concept-Centric Environment = COUPLED domain knowledge + EXPLICIT domain knowledge + ACTIVE domain knowledge + TRANSPARENCY
Concept-Centric Coding (C3)
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Example: a Configurable Media Library

Different Configurations
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Up/Down and Symbiosis in Action
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Run-time Malleability
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But what about...

• Consistency?
• Querying?
• Debugging?
• Security?
• Meta Modeling Support?
• ...

Partial Metacircularity

• CoBro-Nav node visualisations, line colors, ...
• CoBro value interpreters, core caching, ...
“A media configuration can only support media items that are implemented as subclasses of the MediaItem class.”
Concepts.MediaConfiguration

configurationValidator:

`[:config |
  config supportsMediaItems reject:
    [:each | each asSmalltalk
      inheritsFrom: MediaItem]]’ ;

save.
Media Library: Configuration Validation

Concepts.MediaConfiguration
configurationValidator:
’[[:config |
config supportsMediaItems reject:
[:each | each asSmalltalk
inheritsFrom: MediaItem]]’;
**Context:** Software Evolution / Variability / Malleability

- Explore C3 Guidelines, Patterns, Considerations, ...
  - WP >> Modelling Languages, Restructuring, Co-Evolution

- Explore C3 for Concept-based Pointcuts
  - WP >> Programming Languages, (De/Re)Composition

- Explore C3 for Model-Driven Development
  - WP >> Programming, Modelling Languages, (De/Re)Composition
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